Classes are Listed from Youngest Grades to Oldest
Acting: Silly with Seuss
PreK-1st Grades
Mon 4:00-5:00
Would you, could you, do a jig? Would you, could you, act like a pig? The wonderful, wacky world of Dr. Suess is
full of funny rhymes and hilarious characters. We’ll be using the world of Seuss stories to explore creative play,
imagination, acting, speaking and working together as a group. Lots of movement and engagement for our
youngest thespians!
Musical Theatre: Disney’s Descendants
Kdg-2nd Grades
Mon 5:00-6:00
Sometimes, it’s good to be a little bad! Based on a series of popular Disney movies and now a new musical, this
class will use Descendants as the basis for our class. We’ll learn to really embody a character using their
motivation, physicality and vocal qualities. Learn to get into the mind of a character and portray them from the
inside out. Unleash your acting abilities and take your skills to the next level. We’ll also be dancing and groovin’
to some of the super fun songs. Let’s move and act!
Acting: Toy Story Saga
Kdg-2nd Grades
Wed 5:00-6:00
Buzz, Woody, Jessie, Bo Peep, Slink, Rex and the gang have had TONS of exciting adventures! These lovable
characters demonstrate lessons of friendship, loyalty, growing up and togetherness. We’ll use scenes, inspiration
and characters from ALL of the amazing Toy Story movies to stretch our acting and character chops. Let’s expand
our imaginations “to infinity and beyond”. We’ll be doing plenty of fun theatre and acting games too. Whether
you’re looking for more confidence, theatre skills or just plain fun, this class is for you!
Creating Characters: Avengers vs Justice League
2nd-5th Grades
Tues 5:00-6:00
Harness the power of a superhero! Superheroes inspire us with their bravery and of course…. super powers. We’ll
be using characters like Superman, Wonder Woman, Spiderman, Iron Man and more to create characters and
incredible scenes. We’ll also use themes of teamwork, creativity and strength to discover what makes us all unique
and special. Whether you're a DC or Marvel fan, this class with have something for everyone. We’ll be using lots
of action, movement, scenes and theatre games to learn and grow together. Avengers assemble!
Musical Theatre: Greatest Showman
2nd-5th Grades
Wed 4:00-5:00
Embrace your inner unique and special characteristics with music and dance from the Greatest Showman!
Uplifting, fun and energetic, these tunes will leave you belting it out and dancing it up. With such amazing tunes
as This is Me, A Million Dreams, Rewrite the Stars, and Come Alive students will have a blast expanding their
triple threat abilities.

Acting: Pixar Stories
3rd-6th Grades
Mon 5:00-6:00
With the release of Soul, Pixar continues to show us it can create incredible and memorable stories. Pixar has some
of the most memorable and beloved characters that make us laugh and cry. Incorporating characters like Coco,
Wreck-It-Ralph, the Incredibles, Sully, Dory, we’ll use scenes and these characters to stretch our acting skills.
Learn to get to the heart of the character and portray them with honest, passion and emotion. We’ll learn about all
the tools an actor has like their voice, facial expressions, intonation, physicality and using the environment. Perfect
for anyone looking to gain confidence or just expand their skills and increase experience.
Readers Theatre: World of Roald Dahl
4th-8th Grades
Mon 4:00-5:00
With incredible stories like Matilda, James & the Giant Peach and Willy Wonky, Roald Dahl has created rich
characters and lavish worlds. Let’s explore the chocolate factory and the imagination beyond. We’ll draw from
inspiration, stories and characters of this world to stretch our acting, characterization and dramatic reading
abilities.
Musical Theatre: Girl Power (Six, 9-5, Wicked)
4th-8th Grades
Tues 4:00-5:00
Who run the world? GIRLS! We’re going to be looking at a few different girl power musicals that feature Queens,
Witches and Boss Ladies in this class. This class will us music, scripts and movement to expand our triple threat
abilities. Let’s get rockin’ and rollin’ with girl power!
Acting: Magic & Muggles
4th-8th Grades
Wed 6:00-7:00
Grab your wand and your broom and head to the magical world of Harry Potter! We’ll delve into some scenes,
characters and explore our acting abilities in this engaging class. Whatever house you’ve been sorted into, you will
love this class. Students will work with scripts, acting exercises and character development to take their acting
skills to the next level. Don’t miss the opportunity to become a wizard.
Movement: Let’s Dance Musicals
Jr High
Wed 5:00-6:00
Get ready to take Broadway by storm. Time to add some movement, great music, and basic Broadway dance skills
to your toolbox! We’ll work on fun movement games, cool moves, style, memorizing, and tips for success on stage
or in an audition. This class focuses on musical theater moves blended into performance choreography to showcase
your onstage confidence and presentation skills. No experience? No problem! Lots of experience? Cool! Get ready
to move and have FUN! We're going to use some amazing tunes from shows like Chorus Line, Chicago, 42nd
Street, Newsies, and many more. Get ready to move to some Broadway showstoppers!
Acting: TV, Film and Voiceover
Jr High
Mon 6:00-7:00
Broaden your acting horizons and discover a whole new world beyond the stage. This class will help develop your
skills for a variety of platforms and opportunities. This class will give a lot of individual coaching and practice.
You’ll hear about how to adjust your acting skills and deliver for that specific medium. Let your repertoire expand
and discover reaching new acting heights.

Theatre Tech Design
7th-HS
Mon 6:00-8:00
Calling all aspiring designers, producers and directors! Let’s learn the basics of design and how to work it into a
theatrical production. Learn to bring your ideas from the script, to your imagination, to the page and finally to the
stage.
Musical Theatre: The Prom
7th-High School
Tues 5:00-7:00
From Broadway to Netflix, this powerful musical explores the power of inclusion and standing up for yourself and
others! Let’s take to the dance floor together and have our own Prom celebration! There will be lots of fun music
and dance in this upbeat and energetic class.
Virtual Play Reading: Choose Your Own Adventure
High School
Wed 6:00-9:00
Another in the popular series of our Virtual Play Readings. Each week, a different student will select a script for
the group. The class will then be assigned roles and bring the play to life. After the reading, students discuss the
plot, themes and major ideas of each script. Great for those interested in more exposure to plays or looking to
stretch their acting and reading chops.
Improv: Let’s Make Up a Show
High School
Tues 6:00-8:00
Make it up and move on! The art of improv is doing it once and thinking on the spot. Learn the power of
imagination, quick thinking and hilarity. We’ll be playing a TON of short form games designed to stretch our
improv skills in creating characters environment, relationships and more. Students will get lots of “reps” and learn
to be a supportive scene partner, generate ideas and sustain engaging scenes. Just say YES AND! This class will
work together to present a virtual full length show, featuring all of our students in various sketches, games and
performances.
Improv: Parent Prov
Parents of CT Students
Sun 7:30-8:30
Parents it’s YOUR turn to step up! This class is all fun, no pressure. We’ll improvise together and discover how
“yes and” not only helps us on the stage, but also in our lives. No performance, no audience- just a fun safe place
to play and create. Parents- take center stage!

